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Features you need, Prices you want.

ELE-SHS

What’s Included
ELE-15R18

15mm Rod Adaptor (ELE-15RDA)
15mm rod mount (ELE-15rm)

Right Angle Mount (ELE-90-m)
Grip Bar/Foam (ELE-GB-F)

Cheese Plate (ELE-PT)
Universal Pad & Plate Combo (ELE-UPC)

Rossette Screw

SPECIFICATIONS
Dimension: 19" x 3" x 7"

Weight (lbs): 2.1
Shipping Weight: 3.1

$ 199.00

Take Dead Aim

Now you can have the extension rig you’ve been looking for 
with with the same quality and reliability you have come to 
expect from the Elements line with the ikan Shoulder Stock. 
This simple, light weight configuration provides the ability to 
move quickly and effeciently to any position while utilizing 
the shooters body for added stability. The rear loaded gun 
stock features two durable 15mm rods to support your DSLR 
device while the attached chest pad provides absolute 
comfort in any shooting configuration. The provided rail 
mount and cheese plate ensures that your DSLR device will 
be soundly secured while the included adjustable foam grip 
offers persice control.  Add a tripod mount for drop and 
shoot capability or aditional rail mounts and cheese plates 
for even more expandability. With the ikan Shoulder Stock on 
your arm, your next project is as good as done!

A Perfect Fit

Designed with you in mind, the Elements line is everything 
you love about camera support, only lighter, smaller and 
simplified. With the Elements, you aren’t bound to someone 
else’s vision. You can customize your camera rig exactly the 
way you want it. At ikan, we understand one size does not fit 
all in regards to camera rigs or operators. We created the 
Elements to be customizable in an infinite number of ways so 
you get the features you need at the price you want.


